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Cooperative Press, United States, 2013. Paperback. Book Condition: New. 213 x 211 mm. Language:
English . Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****.From the author of Dishcloth Diva comes
Dishcloth Diva Knits On!, featuring 15 more charming cotton dishcloth patterns inspired by
colorwork, cables, open work, and traditional rib knitting. Each pattern perfectly walks that
tightrope between elegant design and workhorse appeal in the kitchen and bathroom. Throughout
this collection, Deb s modern design, clear photography, and precise instructions will give you
hours of simple knitting pleasure. The book also includes a step-by-step guide to organize your own
group lapghan project: knit each dishcloth square with wool instead of cotton, and you have the
beginnings of a beautiful blanket that is appropriate for charity giving. Deb s helpful tips make it fun
and easy to start your own charity knitting group. Dishcloth Diva features a foreword from Kelley
Petkun of Knit Picks, another avowed fan of the humble washcloth.
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ReviewsReviews

A must buy book if you need to adding benefit. Of course, it is actually perform, still an interesting and amazing literature. I am delighted to explain how
this is basically the best book i actually have read through during my individual life and may be he best book for at any time.
-- Jarod Bartoletti-- Jarod Bartoletti

It is an remarkable pdf that I actually have actually read. It really is packed with knowledge and wisdom I am very happy to tell you that this is the finest
ebook i actually have go through during my very own life and may be he very best book for actually.
-- Hailey Jast Jr.-- Hailey Jast Jr.
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